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Introduction
It is useful to have a complete list of objects for a particular class. Such a list can be used to search a counter-example for a hypothesis; to obtain the best object, among all the candidates, with respect to some criterion; or to experimentally measure the average performance of an algorithm for all possible inputs.
Trees are fundamental models, frequently used in various fields such as searching for keys, modeling computations, and parsing a program, etc. Several enumeration algorithms for trees have been proposed [1] , [2] , [5] , [7] , [9] - [11] .
In this paper, we focus on (unordered) rooted trees with n vertices including k leaves. There are several algorithms to enumerate all rooted trees with n vertices [1] , [2] . However, there is no algorithm to enumerate all rooted trees with the specified number of leaves. We design an efficient algorithm that enumerates all rooted trees with n vertices including k leaves. The algorithm generates such trees in constant time † † The author is with the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Iwate University, Morioka-shi, 020-8551 Japan.
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a) E-mail: ishikawa@nakano-lab.cs.gunma-u.ac.jp b) E-mail: yamanaka@cis.iwate-u.ac.jp c) E-mail: otachi@dais.is.tohoku.ac. per tree. From theoretical point of view, our algortihm attains a "grouped" listing, that is, it can list all rooted trees in the increasing order of the number of leaves. From an application viewpoint, in a test of an algorithm, we may hope a data set excluding the "extra" data for saving time. Trees with a small (large) number of leaves tend to be special forms. For example, a tree is a path if k = 1 and is a star if k = n−1. Using our algorithm, we can generate data set excluding trees with special forms.
A rooted tree refers to a tree with one designated "root" vertex. Note that no ordering is defined among the children of each vertex. Figure 1 (a) shows all (unordered) rooted trees with 5 vertices including 3 leaves. If we define an ordering among the children of each vertex then the resulting tree is called an ordered tree. Figure 1 (b) shows all ordered trees with 5 vertices including 3 leaves.
Several enumeration algorithms for trees have been proposed.
Beyer and Hedetniemi [1] gave an algorithm to generate all rooted trees with n vertices. Their algorithm is the first one to generate all rooted trees in constant time per tree on average. Li and Ruskey [2] also gave an algorithm to generate all rooted trees, and claimed that it was easily modified to generate restricted classes of rooted trees. The possible restrictions include (1) upper bound on the number of children and (2) lower and upper bounds on the height of a rooted tree.
A tree without a root vertex is called a free tree. Due to the absence of a root vertex, the generation of nonisomorphic free trees is a more difficult problem. Wright et al. [10] and Li and Ruskey [2] presented algorithms to generate all free trees in O(1) time per tree on average. Nakano and Uno [7] improved the running time to O(1) time in the worst case.
An ordered tree is a rooted tree with a left-to-right ordering specified for the children of each vertex. An algorithm to generate all ordered trees has been proposed Copyright c 2012 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers by Nakano [5] . Sawada [9] handled the enumeration problem for a similar but another class of trees, called circular-ordered trees. A circular-ordered tree refers to a rooted tree with a circular ordering specified for the children of each vertex. Sawada [9] presented algorithms to generate circular-ordered trees and unrooted ones in O(1) time per tree on average.
Pallo [8] as well as Nakano [5] presented an algorithm to generate all ordered trees with n vertices including k leaves in O(n − k) time per tree on average. Yamanaka et al. [11] improved the running time to constant per tree in the worst case.
In this paper we design a simple algorithm to generate all rooted trees with exactly n vertices including k leaves. Due to the absence of orderings of children, this problem is more difficult than the one with orderings. Our algorithm generates each such tree in constant time in the worst case.
If we modify the algorithm in [11] so that it outputs only "left-heavy" trees then we can generate all rooted trees with exactly n vertices including exactly k leaves. However it may take much time to check whether each generated tree is left-heavy or not, and resulting algorithm enumerates all such trees in O(nk) time for each. We will explain the detail in Sect. 3.
The concept of our algorithms is as follows. We first define a tree structure among trees, called a family tree, in which each vertex corresponds to each tree to be enumerated. By traversing the tree structure we can enumerate all trees. Based on this concept several enumerating algorithms are designed [6] , [7] , [11] . However to enumerate all rooted trees with exactly n vertices including k leaves, we have to carefully design a new tree structure among them, and it is not so easy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some definitions; Sect. 3 introduces the left heavy embedding of rooted trees; Sect. 4 defines a family tree among rooted trees with n vertices including k leaves; and Sect. 5 presents an algorithm to generate all such trees. Finally Sect. 6 concludes the study.
Definitions
Let G be a connected graph with n vertices. A path is a se-
is an edge for i = 2, 3, . . . , p. The length of a path is the number of edges in the path.
A tree is a connected graph with no cycle. A rooted tree is a tree with a vertex r chosen as its root. An ordered tree is a rooted tree in which a left-to-right ordering is specified for the children of each vertex. Let Let T be an ordered tree with n vertices, and (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n ) be the list of the vertices of T in preorder.
Then, the sequence of the depth Let T 1 and T 2 be two ordered trees, and
Left-heavy Embedding of Rooted Trees
In this section we define the left-heavy embedding [7] of a rooted tree.
Given a rooted tree T , by choosing some left-to-right ordering among the children of each vertex we can generate many ordered trees. The heaviest ordered tree among them is called the left-heavy embedding of T , and if ordered tree is the left-heavy embedding of some rooted tree then it is called a left-heavy ordered tree. We can observe there is a one-to-one mapping from the set of rooted trees to the set of left-heavy ordered trees. Thus if an algorithm can generate all left-heavy ordered trees then it also generates all rooted trees.
Let S n,k be a set of all left-heavy ordered trees with exactly n vertices including exactly k leaves. If we generate all ordered trees in S n,k , then by ignoring the left-to-right orderings we can also generate all rooted trees with exactly n vertices including exactly k leaves.
We denote by T (v) the subtree of an ordered tree T rooted at v. We have the following lemma. Combining this method and Yamanaka's enumeration [11] , one can enumerate all left-heavy ordered tree with n vertices including k leaves in O(nk) time for each. Therefore it seems to be difficult to accomplish efficient, say O(1) time, enumeration following this approach.
In this paper we define a new tree structure among leftheavy ordered trees with n vertices including k leaves, then propose an efficient algorithm to enumerate such trees.
Family Tree
In this section we define a tree structure among the trees in S n,k , in which each vertex corresponds to a tree in S n,k and each edge corresponds to a relation between two trees in S n,k .
If either k = 1 or k = n − 1, then |S n,k | = 1 and its enumeration is trivial. So we assume 1 < k < n − 1.
We need some definitions. Let T be an ordered tree, and r its root. If a leaf v is a child of the root then v is called a root leaf. A path P in T is called a non-branching path if (1) P starts at a child of r, (2) P ends at a leaf of T , and (3) all internal vertices of P has exactly one child in T . Note that P may consist of a root leaf. If T has a non-branching path, then the rightmost path among the longest non-branching paths is denoted by RL(T ) (R and L mean rightmost and longest, respectively). See Fig. 3 . The root leaves are depicted by gray circles and RL(T ) is drawn as gray lines.
R n,k is the ordered tree consisting of a path with n − k edges and k−1 leaves attached at the root so that those leaves appear on the right of the path. See Fig. 4 for an example. R n,k ∈ S n,k holds.
We now define the parent tree P(T ) for each T ∈ S n,k \{R n,k } by the following two cases. Let T be the tree obtained from T by removing (1) all root leaves and (2) RL(T ) if T has one or more non-branching paths. Let x be the last vertex of T in preorder. Since T R n,k such x always exists.
Case 1: x has one or more siblings. P(T ) is the tree obtained from T by (1) removing x, then (2) attaching a new root leaf as the rightmost child of r. See Fig. 5 
(a).
Case 2: x has no sibling.
We have the following two subcases
Case 2 (a): T has RL(T ).
P(T ) is the tree obtained from T by (1) removing x, (2) attaching a new leaf to the end vertex of RL(T ), then (3) re-embedding the resulting tree to be left heavy. See Fig. 5 (b) . The extended non-branching path may move to the left. Note that RL(P(T )) has one or more edges, although RL(T ) may be a root leaf.
Case 2 (b): T has no RL(T ). Thus T has no non-branching path.
Let P = (v 0 = r, v 1 , . . . , v q = x) be the path in T starting at r and ending at x. Let P = (v p , v p+1 , . . . , v q ) be the subpath of P such that
is the tree obtained from T by (1) removing P , then (2) appending P to r so that P becomes the rightmost non-branching path. See Fig. 5 (c) . Note that P(T ) has exactly one or two non-branching paths. If P(T ) has exactly one non-branching path P, then P has one or more edges, and the starting vertex of P is the rightmost child of the root. Otherwise P(T ) has exactly two nonbranching path P 1 , P 2 , then P 1 and P 2 have one or more edges respectively, and the starting vertices of P 1 and P 2 are the rightmost and the second rightmost child of the root.
We say T is a child tree of P(T ). If P(T ) is derived in Case 1 then T is called a Type 1 child. Similarly if P(T ) is derived in Case 2 (a) or 2 (b) then it is called a Type 2 (a) or 2 (b) child, respectively.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 2: For any T ∈ S n,k \ {R n,k }, P(T ) ∈ S n,k holds.
Proof. In each case P(T ) has n vertices including k leaves, and P(T ) is the left-heavy embedding.
Q.E.D.
By repeatedly finding the parent tree of the derived tree, we can have the unique sequence T, P(T ), P(P(T )), . . . of trees in S n,k . We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3: For any T ∈ S n,k the sequence T, P(T ), P(P(T )), . . . always ends up with R n,k .
Proof.
Let T be a tree in S n,k , and nb(T ) be the number of edges in non-branching paths in T . We can observe
nb(P(T )) > nb(T ) always holds, and for any
Therefore by repeatedly finding the parent tree of derived tree, we eventually obtain R n,k on which nb(T ) is maximized.
Q.E.D.
By merging those sequences of trees in S n,k , we can have the family tree, denoted by T n,k , of S n,k , in which each vertex corresponds to a tree in S n,k and each edge connects a tree T and its parent P(T ). See Fig. 6 .
Enumerating All Child Trees
If we can enumerate all child trees of a given tree in the family tree T n,k , then by applying the algorithm recursively we can enumerate all trees in S n,k . We now give an algorithm to enumerate all child trees of a given tree in S n,k .
Let T be a ordered tree with root r in S n,k . To generate all children, we define trees T 1 (v), T 2a (v), T 2b (v) for some vertex v of T , later. These are candidates for children of T . That is, every child tree of T ∈ S n,k is either T 1 (v), T 2a (v), T 2b (v), however the reverse is not always true.
Later we classify those trees into the child trees and others.
Let T be the tree obtained from T by removing (1) all root leaves and (2) RL(T ) if T has one or more nonbranching paths. The active path AP(T ) = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a p ) of T is the path in T such that (1) a 1 is the rightmost child of the root, (2) a i is the rightmost child of a i−1 for each i = 2, 3, . . . , p, and (3) a p is a leaf.
If T has a root leaf, then for each i = 1, 2, . . . , p − 1, T 1 (a i ) is the tree obtained from T by (1) We assume that T has exactly two non-branching paths such that they contain the rightmost child of the root and the second rightmost child, respectively. Thus the two nonbranching path are AP(T ) = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a p ) and (
is the tree obtained from T by (1) removing the AP(T ), then (2) attaching the AP(T ) to b i so that a 1 is the rightmost child of b i . See Fig. 7 (c) . Now we classify those trees into the child trees of T and others.
Type 1 child tree:
If T has no root leaf, T 1 (v) is not defined. Assume otherwise. For each i = 2, 3, . . . , p − 1, T 1 (a i ) is a Type 1 child of T if and only if T 1 (a i ) is a left-heavy ordered tree. For each i = 1, 2, . . . , q − 1, T 1 (b i ) is a Type 1 child tree of T if and only if (1) (T ) has one or more edges, (2) b 1 is the rightmost child of the root vertex excluding root leaves, and (3) T 1 (b i ) is the left-heavy ordered tree.
Type 2 (a) child tree:
If T has no RL(T ) or RL(T ) consists of a root leaf then 
Type 2 (b) child tree:
We assume that T has no root leaf. If T has exactly one non-branching path such that it has one or more edges and b 1 on RL(T ) is the rightmost child of the root, then for each i = 1, 2, . . . , p − q, T 2b (a i ) is a Type 2 (b) child tree, since they are left-heavy. On the other hand, for each i = p − q + 1, p − q + 2, . . . , q, T 2b (a i ) is not left-heavy, so it is not a child tree of T .
If T has exactly two non-branching paths such that they respectively contain the rightmost child of the root and the second rightmost child, then for each i = 1, 2, . . . , q − b, T 2b (b i ) is a Type 2 (b) child tree. Note that RL(T ) is longer than AP(T ).
Based on the case analysis above we can enumerate all child trees of T by Algorithm 1. By recursively applying Algorithm 1 from the root tree R n,k , we can enumerate all trees in S n,k . Now we analyze running time of Algorithm 1.
With a help of suitable data structure in [7] we can check whether each of T 1 (a i ), T 1 (b i ) and T 2a (a p ) is leftheavy or not in lines 4, 8 and 17, respectively in constant time.
We also maintain RL(T ) and AP(T ) as a list. To construct T 2a (a p ) we need to re-embed the resulting tree to be left-heavy, in which RL(T ) may move to right to a suitable place. To accomplish this in constant time we store the current tree T as the subtrees of T rooted at the children of the root as follows. We store the subtrees having the same height in a list, in which each subtree T c appear in the order of L(T c ). Also we prepare an array A [1. .n] of pointers, in which A[i] is a pointer to the list of the subtrees with height i. Thus in constant time we can move RL(T ) to the end of the list having one less height. Also we can check whether T has a root leaf or not in constant time. We can compute each T 2b (a i ) in constant time for each. Thus we can enumerate all child trees in constant time for each.
Theorem 1:
After constructing and outputting the root tree R n,k in S n,k , one can enumerate all trees in S n,k in constant time for each on average.
By Theorem 1, our algorithm generates each tree in S n,k in constant time "on average." However it may have to return from the deep recursive calls without outputting any tree in S n,k after generating a tree corresponding to the rightmost leaf of a large subtree in the family tree. Therefore the next tree in S n,k cannot be generated in constant time.
This delay can be canceled [7] by outputting each tree before its children if the tree corresponds to a vertex at odd depth, and after its children otherwise. Now we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1:
After constructing and outputting the root tree R n,k , one can enumerate all trees in S n,k in constant time for each in the worst case.
For each k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, R n,k is constructed from R n,k−1 in constant time by (1) removing the leaf on the longest non-branching path, then (2) attaching a new leaf as the rightmost child of the root. Thus by repeatedly applying the algorithm in Corollary 1 for each k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, we can enumerate all rooted trees with exactly n vertices. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 2:
After constructing and outputting the root tree R n,1 , one can enumerate all rooted trees with exactly n vertices in constant time for each in the worst case.
Conclusion
In this paper we have given an efficient algorithm to generate all (unordered) rooted trees with exactly n vertices including exactly k leaves. Our algorithm generates each such tree in O(1) time, while a modified version of known algorithms generates each such tree in O(nk) time.
By repeatedly applying our algorithm for k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, we can also generate all rooted trees with exactly n vertices in constant time for each. 
